Schlitz, Laura. SPLENDORS AND GLOOMS.
When Clara Wintermute is
kidnapped, Lizzie and Parse
think their boss, puppeteer
Gaspare Grisini, might be the
kidnapper. As they seek to
find Clara, the assistants uncover Grisini’s criminal past
and wake up to his evil intentions. They soon find themselves caught in a trap set by
Grisini’s ancient rival, a witch with a deadly inheritance to shed before it’s too late.
(J FIC SCH)
West, Jacqueline. THE BOOKS OF ELSEWHERE. When eleven-year-old Olive moves
into a crumbling Victorian mansion with her
parents, she knows there's something strange
about the house—especially the odd antique
paintings covering the walls. When she puts on a
pair of old spectacles, she discovers the strangest
thing yet: She can travel inside the paintings, to a
spooky world that's full of dark shadows.
(J FIC WES)

NONFICTION
Allen, Judy. UNEXPLAINED.
Learn more about the unknown
in this encyclopedia of curious
phenomena, strange superstitions, and ancient mysteries.
(J 001.94 ALL)

Cohen, Daniel. AMERICA’S VERY OWN
GHOSTS. Do you believe in ghosts? You will
after hearing these stories about everyone from a
young girl to a mysterious ghost ship to Abraham
Lincoln. (J 133.1 COH)
Hamilton, Sue. CREATURES OF THE
ABYSS. Giant squids, the Devil Whale, and sea
serpents are just some of the legends explored in
this book. (J 001.9 HAM)
Mendoza, Patrick M.
BETWEEN MIDNIGHT AND
MORNING: HISTORIC
HAUNTINGS AND GHOST
TALES. Enjoy these retellings of
ancient ghost stories from Native
American, Hispanic, and frontier
lore. ( J 133.1 MEN)
Schwartz, Alvin. SCARY STORIES TO TELL
IN THE DARK. Stories of ghosts and witches,
scary sons and modern-day scary stories. Look
for more in the series. (J 398 SCH)

AUTHORS
You may also enjoy these other authors of scary
children’s books!
R.L. Stine
John Bellairs
Brad Strickland
Betty Ren Wright

Please stop at the Information Desk for
assistance in locating these titles.

PORTLAND LIBRARY
20 Freestone Avenue
Portland, CT 06480
(860) 342-6770
www.portlandlibraryct.org

FICTION
Black, Holly. DOLL BONES.
Zach, Poppy and Alice are growing up and growing apart. But
they set out on one last adventure
when a ghost visits Poppy in her
dreams and tells her she can’t rest
until a bone-china doll is buried
in her empty grave. As spooky things begin to
happen, the friends wonder if the doll is behind
them. (J FIC BLA)
Carman, Patrick. SKELETON CREEK.
Ryan and Sarah are determined to find out if the
old barge in town is haunted by the ghost of Joe
Bush. But they are forbidden from seeing each
other, so they keep in touch through Ryan’s email
journals and video clips from Sarah. This book
pairs reading and technology in a breakthrough
format. First in a series. (J FIC CAR)
Cooper, Susan. THE BOGGART.
After visiting the castle in Scotland and
returning home to Canada, twelve-year-old
Emily finds she has accidentally brought
back with her a boggart, an invisible and
mischievous spirit. (J FIC COO)
Delaney, Joseph. THE GHOST
PRISON. Fifteen-year-old Billy
starts his first night as a prison
guard. But this is no ordinary
prison. There are haunted cells that
can't be used and whispers and
cries in the night. Billy is warned
to stay away from the prisoner
down in the Witch Well. But what prison could
be so frightening? Billy is about to find out.
(J FIC DEL)

Gaiman, Neil. THE WOLVES IN THE
WALLS. Lucy is sure there are wolves living in
the walls of her house, although others in her family disagree. (J FIC GAI)
Gaiman, Neil. CORALINE.
When Coraline steps through a door to find another
house strangely similar to her own
(only better), things seem marvelous. But there's another mother
there, and another father, and they
want her to stay and be their little
girl. They want to change her and
never let her go. (J FIC GAI)
Gidwitz, Adam. A TALE DARK AND GRIMM.
Hansel and Gretel encounter witches, warlocks,
dragons, and the devil himself as they wander
through stories based on the fairy tales of the
Brothers Grimm. As the siblings roam a forest
brimming with menacing foes, they learn the true
story behind the famous tales, as well as how to
take charge of their destinies and create their own
happily ever after. First book in a trilogy.
(J PB GID)
Giff, Patricia Reilly. ELEVEN.
Sam is almost 11 when he finds an article that leads
him to believe he was kidnapped as a child. At
night, he is haunted by nightmares that give him
clues to his past. Sam’s always had trouble reading,
but when he is paired up with the
new girl in class for a project, he
finds a friend that can help him find
out his true identity. But she’s
moving soon, and the two must
hurry to discover the truth about
Sam. (J FIC GIF or J PB GIF)

Hahn, Mary Downing. WAIT TILL HELEN
COMES. Molly & Michael dislike their
spooky stepsister Heather but try to save her
when she seems ready to follow a ghost child
to her doom. (J FIC HAH). Also read DEEP
AND DARK AND DANGEROUS and THE
OLD WILLIS PLACE.
Howe, Deborah. BUNNICULA: A RABBITTALE OF MYSTERY. Though scoffed at by
Harold the Dog, Chester the Cat tries to warn
his human family that their foundling baby
bunny must be a vampire. (J FIC HOW)
Kehret, Peg. THE GHOST’S GRAVE.
Willie has waited years for someone to dig up his
leg and rebury it with the rest of him—only then
will he be at peace. Josh agrees to
do the grisly deed, but when he
starts to dig, he finds more than
Willie’s leg bones! Who buried the
box of cash in the grave, and why?
How far will that person go to get
the money back? (J PB KEH)
Kloepfer, John. THE ZOMBIE
CHASERS. When brain-gobbling zombies
invade, a sleep-over at Zack's house quickly turns
into a Level-3 creep-over. The undead have
infested the streets, filling the air with deathly
moans and the stench of rotting flesh. First book
in a trilogy. (J FIC KLO)
San Souci, Robert. DOUBLE DARE TO BE
SCARED. There is something for everyone in
this collection of 13 bone-chilling short stories,
from mean-spirited ghost children to demons
seeking revenge to haunted houses and hungry
creatures. (J FIC SAN)

